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CALENDAR 

Motor Gathering, Sun. Aug. 16 

Columbia Gorge Tour (Seattle Sec.) Aug 22-24 

Summer BBQ, Sat. Sep. 12  

Salt Spring Tour with the VIR-PCA, Sat. Sep 19 

Annual Meeting, Sun. Oct. 4 

Safe Drivers, Safe Families, Sun. Oct 11 (Seattle Sec) 

Craft Brewery Tour, Sun. Nov. 15 

Annual Party, Sun. Dec. 12.  

More information about upcoming events is 

inside 
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Coming Events 

Sunday Aug. 16: Motor Gathering.  

The Motor Gathering, Vancouver Island’s premier show 

‘n shine for mixed-make classics, will be held again at 

the Viscount Aero Centre, 9800 Macdonald Park Rd., 

Sidney. This is a charity show supporting three worthy 

charities including the Children’s Health Foundation of 

Vancouver Island. Last year’s event raised over $75,000 

in cash and over $200,000 in in-kind sponsorships.  

This show is most suited to classic and special interest 

cars. An organizational meeting for local car club 

representatives was held in March. We have been 

encouraged to participate with a good turnout from 

members. Driver-quality cars are welcome; there is a 

display-only class as well as judged trophies for those 

that are original or are in show condition. MBCA-VI 

member Paul Vincent won last year’s trophy for best 

German car with his lovely 1969 280SL. Horst Loewel 

won best original German car with his 150S cab the 

year before.  

Cars will be placed on the field between 8 and 10 am. 

The event opens to spectators at 11, with food and 

engaging activities for kids available on-site. Last year the organizers ran out of spectator parking space, so it’s 

probably better to come early or late if you’re planning just to wander the field. I was pleased to meet several 

Section members doing just that last year. Car registration and more information are available at the event’s 

website www.motorgathering.com/.  

Saturday, September 12, Summer BBQ 

This will be a full-day, Saturday event because 

of the ferry schedule. Ron and Donna Drane will 

host this year’s BBQ on their private island off 

Saturna. We’ll also have an impressive photo 

opportunity at Saturna’s heritage Fog Alarm 

Building. We should meet at the Swartz Bay 

ferry terminal for the 08:25 departure. Plan to 

arrive between 7:45 and 8:00. This is a one-stop 

sailing that arrives at Saturna at 10:05.   

 We’ll have a morning motor tour of Saturna, 

heading toward Parks Canada’s 'Fog Alarm' site 

about 15 km distant. There we’ll take in the 

New Members! 

Brent Boyd, Sidney 

Vivian Weldon, Qualicum Beach 

Renewing Members! 

Robert Allen – ’86 560SL 

Alex Currie – ’15 CLA45 AMG 

Frits De Geest 

Dwayne & Brenda Dunn – ’15 GLA250 

Richard Ediss – ’98 C280, ’10 GLK 350 

Martin Enright – ’67 230SL, ’94 SL600, ’03 CL600, 

 ’06 C230 

Kenneth &  Joan Loga – ’84 560SEC 

Rondi Opko – ’66 230SL, ’05 CLK320 

Justin Shah 

Bob & Donelda Wilson – ’05 CLK500 

Thank you! 

http://www.motorgathering.com/
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scenery and indulge in a photo op at one of the Gulf Islands’ most scenic spots.  After the Fog Alarm, we’ll go 

back to Lyall Harbour and park near the ferry terminal, from where Ron will transport us the short distance to 

Trevor Island. There, we’ll have seafood or rib-eye lunch. Please bring what you'd like to drink, a salad or 

desert.  

We then will socialize, take photos, play games, (Ron has a bean-bag golf course) and then clean up. Return to 

the ferry terminal is about 15:30 for the 15:55 departure. We should be back at Swartz Bay by 18:20. Bring 

binoculars and a camera , whatever you want to drink, and a salad or dessert. Meat, fish and a potato or Caesar 

salad will be provided. 

 The cost for this event will be $20 per person, payable in advance. Registration information will be 

forthcoming.  

 

Mercedes-Benz Experience 
Twelve members gathered at Western Speedway on July 16th for Three Point Motors’ first-ever Level Two 

session for MB owners. Instructors and staff are drawn from throughout the GAIN dealership group, with our 

day’s two instructors, Brent and Adam, coming from the Volkswagen and BMW stores.  

The Mercedes-Benz Experience is regularly offered to new purchasers of Mercedes-Benz, with an emphasis on 

providing training for those who buy performance cars. “Just because you buy a fast car doesn’t make you a 

good driver. In fact it can be the opposite”, said Peter Trzewik, GAIN’s CEO. The afternoon session began with a 

lunch catered by Chef Castro Boateng and his team. That gave us a chance to chat with some of the morning’s 

participants, who were there for a Level One course. Our session was introduced by Scott Shears, Three Point’s 

General Sales Manager, and then our instructors gave a presentation including the traction circle and guidance 

for the best line in different types of corner. Then it was off to the cars. 

The vehicle lineup for the first part of the afternoon was a GLA250, CLA250, C300, C350 coupe, C400 and 

ML350. We began two to a car. Partner Kevin and I headed off to the GLA250 for lane avoidance procedures 

under heavy braking from three successively higher speeds. The field was then narrowed to the two C-class 

sedans, to be driven around a two-lap autocross circuit laid out on the speedway and its infield. After a round 

with an instructor driving, we each took two untimed runs. Then the day’s surprise turned up, a CLA45 AMG. 

Each of us had two timed runs in this car. I found the AMG’s level of grip difficult to challenge—one of our 

instructors said the cornering ability was close to his race car’s. Completion certificates were presented at the 

end of the day and a trophy went to the fastest driver, Jeff Cohen. You can see a set of 62 pictures here (click). 

Look at the smiles! 

We had great fun and were all a bit reluctant to leave at the end of the day. One of our members was so 

reluctant to quit that he set off for home with the key to the CLA45 AMG in his pocket! He didn’t immediately 

accept Scott Shears’ offer to keep the key permanently in exchange for a purchase contract, but he did buy one 

a couple of days later! That’s one fast car you have, Alex! 

These events require considerable effort from the staff of the GAIN dealership group and a significant financial 

outlay. Their purpose is to make attendees aware of the capabilities of the current model range and to 

showcase the more sporting vehicles in MB’s lineup. The instructional process improves attendees’ driving 

skills. This is the second year the Club has been fortunate enough to be offered a dedicated session, for which 

https://www.facebook.com/threepointmotors/photos/a.952245488173570.1073741950.139455592785901/952246511506801/?type=3&theater
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we are grateful. We look forward to a return engagement at GAIN’s new Motorsport Resort (click) near Duncan 

in 2016, when we plan together to offer a Level One Mercedes-Benz Experience to a different group of 

members.  

 

Photos: Michaelia Bauchmann, GAIN 

 

http://islandmotorsportresort.com/
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Stargazing 

A New C-Coupe 

As Scott Shears mentioned at the Mercedes-Benz Experience, the C204 C-Class sport coupe is in its last model 

year. Introduced to the North American market in late 2011, the coupe has more aggressive styling and 

sportier touches than its W205 first cousin, the C-Class sedan. Compared to the current model, the rear seat 

will be pushed forward in the upcoming model and the roofline lowered by 4 cm. The occupants will sit lower 

and a lower centre of gravity will reduce body lean and improve handling. 

 

 

 

A sportier appearance will mean less 

room in the back seat and less trunk 

space.  Image: autonews.com, 

apparently showing a prototype with 

unfinished rear styling. 

 

 

Three models will be offered in MB’s regular range, starting with the 241 hp C300, powered by the 2 L 

turbocharged four-cyl, and moving to the C400 and C450 AMG, both powered by the 3.0 L V6. In addition, AMG 

will offer two wide-body models, with 469 and 503 hp. These latter two should be very quick indeed.  

Dou You Know an Average Car? 

Automotive News reports that the average age 

of a car in the USA was 11.4 years in 2013, 

which would make it a 2003 model. This age is 

growing slowly, as vehicle quality improves, and 

is predicted to hit 11.7 years in 2018.  

 

A 2003 C-class, an average MB?   

Photo:  cardomain.com 

 

 

The situation in Canada will be similar, although 

here, as in the USA, there will be regional differences. The mild winters in southwestern BC mean that cars last 

longer here than they do in southern Ontario and Quebec. These latter two provinces are home to about half 
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of Canada’s light vehicles. Road salt afflicts almost every part, and those in daily use from 2002—my son has 

one—are nearing the end of their lives.  

The average new-car buyer in the USA holds onto his car longer than he used to: 6.5 years is the latest statistic. 

In 2006 it was less than 4.5 years, the difference another reflection of improving build quality. This suggests 

that the trend for an increasing number of buyers to finance their new car over 72 months actually makes 

some sense.  

The proportion of vehicles 12 years and older is expected to increase 15% over the next five years. This 

changing fleet profile has implications for suppliers of parts and service. The “sweet spot” for these companies 

is shifting to a longer focus, remaining on models of the early 2000’s.  

Flashing Greens 

Did you know that BC is the only province in Canada that uses a flashing, round green to show that the light at 

an intersection is controlled by pedestrians?  In Alberta, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, 

Northwest Territories and Nunavut, a flashing, round green light at an intersection is the signal for an advanced 

left turn.  

Smartly Connected  

 

Though I don’t often write about Smart 

here, I wanted to note that Daimler’s city car 

will be equipped with a feature called 

MirrorLink from later this summer. 

MirrorLink (click) combines an infotainment 

screen with the software to match it exactly 

to the user’s MirrorLink-enabled 

smartphone. At the moment, these phones 

are all Android devices.  

 

Daimler photo 

 

Smart comes relatively late to this party, where the guests already gathered around the punch bowl include 

some GM, European and Japanese nameplates. Smart will begin by supporting a small number of MirrorLink 

applications, navigation not among them, but Daimler promises that more are coming.  

The larger cars from Mercedes-Benz have incorporated Apple’s CarPlay for about a year. CarPlay enables 

seamless integration of most iPhones into the cars’ infotainment systems. As far as I know, the integration of 

Android phones still remains a promise along with the possibility that MB will offer a dealer-installed version of 

CarPlay for earlier compatible models.  

 

 

http://www.mirrorlink.com/
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Burning Oil 

Former German rally champion Uwe Nittel drove a near-

stock C300 d 4-Matic to a new record for diesel cars in this 

year’s Pike’s Peak hillclimb. The car was powered by its 

regular 204 hp, 4-cyl diesel with 7-speed automatic 

transmission. Besides a stripped interior, its only 

modifications were those required for safety.  

Daimler photo 

 

The race up Pike’s Peak hill is 20 km long and climbs through 1,400 m to finish at an altitude of 4,300 m. A dirt 

and gravel road throughout most of its history, the hill was fully paved, starting at the bottom, between 2002 

and 2011. This year’s overall winner, Rhys Millen, drove a specially built EV to finish in 9.13 minutes. Nittel’s 

time in the C300 d was 11.37 minutes and he was bracketed by a pair of Porsches. Unfortunately, his class 

record will not become official. The course was shortened slightly this year when a hailstorm at the 4,000 m 

level prevented the cars from reaching the usual finish line. 

Mapping the Future 

If you use a navigation system, you’ve likely had the experience of driving across terra incognita, watching the 

icon for your car scroll across empty space as your wheels turn along a newly made piece of road. Even with 

regular updates, the maps in navigation systems seem to lag reality. And then there are the unanticipated road 

closures, often the cause of troublesome recalculation and delay. The road environment is constantly 

changing—why should it take map databases months to catch up? 

 

HERE’s data collection vehicles look a lot like Google Map’s.  photo: here.com 

Daimler, Audi and BMW have just gone equal partners in the acquisition of a mapping company. HERE is a 30-

year old, globally distributed creator of map-based content. Its digital maps and intelligence live in the cloud, 

where they can be constantly updated and downloaded to mobile users. HERE has one of the largest data 

collection fleets in the industry and it’s already well down the road to intelligent data acquisition, with millions 

of refining data points received every day.  
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Partners in the Mer-Bim-Au coalition have a common strategy for ensuring that their vehicles have access to 

the very latest, high-definition maps.  They’re going to use the precision cameras and radars installed in their 

vehicles, along with their GPS positioning, as the eyes to update HERE’s digital maps. Their on-board navigation 

systems will access the products of this continually-shared raw data, hopefully making those journeys into the 

digital unknown less common.   

Revolution in the Driver’s Seat 

The Boston Consulting Group, one of the auto industry’s major sources of information, has published their 

latest in a series of reports on autonomous vehicles. In the opening words of Revolution in the Driver’s Seat, 

they make clear their view that it’s a question of when, not if, we can buy fully automated cars. Since the 

associated R&D costs dictate that premium manufacturers should lead the way, automation is an area where, 

as we all know, MB is at the forefront.  

Before we can buy vehicles able to drive themselves in all conditions, Boston Consulting says we’ll see 

increases in partial autonomy. MB already offers a suite of partially autonomous features, including adaptive 

cruise control, park assist, automatic emergency braking, and lane-keeping technology. Boston Consulting says 

the features next on the horizon are: 

 Single lane autopilot, allowing a vehicle to drive itself on the highway without changing lanes. 

 Highway autopilot, which can make safe lane changes on its own. 

 Traffic-jam autopilot, which will let a vehicle fully drive itself in low-speed, stop-and-go situations.  

 Autonomous valet parking, enabling the driver to get out at, say, the entrance to a parking lot, the 

vehicle to drive itself to an open parking spot, park itself and then be remotely retrieved to the spot 

where the driver left it.  

 Urban autopilot, allowing the vehicle to drive itself in virtually all urban settings and respond 

appropriately to intersections, traffic signals, etc.  

These features could come sooner than one might imagine. Boston Consulting’s estimated dates for their 

market launch range from this year to 2022, with full automation coming in perhaps just 10 years from now 

(see figure, next page). 

All this will, of course, come at some cost, both in terms of money and complexity. Already, the S-Class has 

almost as many Electronic Control Units (ECUs) as a new Airbus 380, collectively run by over 20 million lines of 

code (click). Almost unbelievably, Boston Consulting says that’s 15 times as many lines of code as it takes to run 

a Boeing 787.  

Aside from changing driving as we’ve known it, my major concern with autonomous features is with cyber-

security. You’ve probably seen stories about the great Jeep hack last month, in which a couple of civic-minded 

geeks sitting in their basement were able to take remote control of a Jeep operated by one of their colleagues. 

They could change the radio, disable the brakes, steer the Jeep into a ditch, and shut off its engine. As I write, 

GM is troubled by a home-built device that can remotely unlock and start GM vehicles equipped with their 

ubiquitous On-Star system. Fiat-Chrysler has produced a software patch for their products; GM is working on 

one. Ills such as these may dim the public enthusiasm for the autonomous features revealed in Boston 

Consulting’s consumer surveys. And that, in turn, may slow implementation.  

 

http://spectrum.ieee.org/transportation/systems/this-car-runs-on-code
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Boston Consulting’s view of the likely costs and timeframes for autonomous technology. 

The Three-Point Seatbelt 

Swedish engineer Nils Bohlin was awarded a U.S. patent in July, 1962, for the three-

point safety belt. Bohlin had been recruited by Volvo in 1958 to apply his knowledge 

of aerospace safety to the automobile. He had previously been in charge of the team 

that developed ejection seats and pilot rescue systems for Saab’s aircraft arm. 

 

Nils Bohlin shows his invention   Photo: autonews.com 

 

 

His three-point belt, introduced in 1959, consisted of two straps that joined at the hip level and fastened into a 

single anchor point. It significantly reduced injuries by effectively holding both the upper and lower body, 

reducing the impact of the swift deceleration during a crash. Bohlin's belt replaced a design that used two lap 

straps anchored behind the seat and connected by a buckle in the middle. The older design allowed a person's 

upper body to move out of position in a crash, and the buckle's location could damage internal organs. By mid-

1959, Bohlin's invention was used in Volvos throughout Europe. With Volvo’s blessing, the design was adopted 
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by automakers worldwide and added to Volvos in the U.S. in the mid-1960s. regulations required seat belts on 

all new U.S. cars and light trucks beginning with the 1968 model year—lap belts had been optional already for 

several years—but it took some time for shoulder belts to appear in American-built cars.  

The introduction of the three-point belt was accompanied, like many such innovations, by a conservative 

campaign of resistance. Articles appeared asserting that the shoulder strap might cause chest injuries in the 

event of an impact, and some early designs had a slot at the buckle end that allowed the shoulder belt to be 

disconnected while the lap strap remained in use. Inertia reels had yet to make their appearance and the early 

belts could be a pain to adjust and hung loosely when not in use. Nevertheless, MB was an early adopter of the 

three-point belt. I think my 1968 250S had one.  Engineers have improved on seat belt design over time, even 

adding airbags and pre-tensioners, but Bohlin’s design remains basically intact on today’s MBs.  

Getrag 

Magna, Canada’s home-grown auto parts and assembly giant, has announced the purchase of the German 

transmission company Getrag. Getrag has been well-known for decades in the enthusiast world as the maker of 

desirable manual and, more recently, dual-clutch gearboxes supplied to a number of well-known auto 

manufacturers, including Mercedes-Benz.  For example, Getrag made the five-speed manual gearbox used in 

the W201 190E-16 of the 1990s (see photo next page), and today supplies the dual-clutch gearbox for the 

AMG-GT. Magna has been making gearbox cases, so the sale offers a synergy to both companies. The deal will 

close by the end of the year.  

 

The Back End 
Autocar likes the new GLE300, the replacement for the GLK. Lots of information and impressions at the link 

(hat tip to Mike McBride): (click) 

The MB Classic Store in Germany is offering a nice-looking calendar with 12 photos from the classic car range: 

https://www.mercedes-benz-classic-store.com/?websale8=classic-store.English  

Daimler’s head of R&D, Thomas Weber, muses about how to develop the vehicles of the future: 

http://bit.ly/1Ibluxx  

Remember Mechanix Illustrated? The return of the flying car here (hat tip to Christo Pandelidis): 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/D4uSWtazRCM?rel=0 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2016-mercedes-benz-glc300-first-drive?utm_source=DailyDrive20150721&utm_medium=enewsletter&utm_term=headline-top&utm_content=body&utm_campaign=awdailydrive
https://www.mercedes-benz-classic-store.com/?websale8=classic-store.English
http://bit.ly/1Ibluxx
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/D4uSWtazRCM?rel=0
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The MB Museum’s 190E-16 2.5 Evolution II at the 2014 Youngtimer Trophy race at Spa, Belgium. This W201 

model, with its 5-speed Getrag gearbox, first entered the DTM Series in 1990, 25 years ago. It developed 323 hp 

from its 2.5 L, 4 cyl engine, outstanding for the time.    

 

 

 

 


